
Summer Camp Descriptions 
Ages 3-6 yrs 

1.  Princess Tea Etiquette - Elbows off the table, 

napkins in your lap.  Friendly conversation, good 

manners are a snap.  Come to Ms. Lisa’s and learn 

proper table manners in a fun setting and enjoy 

yummy snacks and princess dancing.  

2.  Soar with Dumbo Under the Big Top! -  Let’s 

explore the circus and walk on the tightrope, spin 

like a carousel, and fly through the air with Dumbo.  

Come discover all the fun & animals at the circus 

with Ms. Lisa’s Dance!  

3. Moana’s Hawaiian Luau – Hula dance with Moana 

as she sails across the ocean in a quest to become 

the master way-finder. Along the way learn a bit of 

ballet, tumble, and jazz while discovering how 

Moana finds her ancestors and her true identity. 

4. Unicorns, Rainbows, and Fairies - Ride your 

magical unicorn through Ms. Lisa’s enchanted 

forest.  Pretend to be fairies and spread your wings 



as you soar over the rainbows learning to fly, twirl, 

dance, & play. 

5. Knee Slappin’ Toy Story Fun with Woody & Jesse 

– Giddy up on over to Ms. Lisa’s Dance for a yee 

haw good time! Join Woody & Jesse as they 

adventure out into the big world in the search for a 

new toy!  

6. Fancy Nancy – Lets open up our chest and try on 

some of our fanciest jewelry and dresses.   This 

camp is for the girlie girl who dresses extravagantly.  

We will have boas, fairy wings, tutus, and ruby 

slippers.  We will learn some fancy words and meet 

Fancy Nancy herself! 

7. Royal Ball - The perfect camp for every Prince or 

Princess. Designed for little dancers who live in a 

magical world full of royal crowns, twirling dresses, 

and enchanted castles. Dancing is always magical at 

Ms. Lisa’s Dance!  

8. Frozen 2 – Come dance with Elsa and Anna for a 

‘cool’ week of dance camp as they embark on a new 



journey through Arendelle. Discover your inner 

princess and let it go. It will be a chilly blast!  

9. Tumble, Twirl & Silks - Flip over to Ms. Lisa’s 

tumble, twirl, & silks dance camp! Campers will 

start camp twirling in their tutus like a Prima 

Ballerina. Then after a snack break dancers will flip, 

roll, and tumble practicing their acro moves. 

Campers will also be able to use our aerial silks at 

camp this week!  

10. Under the Sea - Swim Under the Sea with Ariel, 

Flounder, Sebastian, and friends! Shake your tail fin 

to all the hits of the Disney classic, The Little 

Mermaid. Dance like a mermaid and Splish Splash 

through a ‘fishy’ week of camp. 

11. Teddy Bears & Tutus - No need to bring your 

Teddy Bear we have one for everyone.  We will use 

our bears & imaginations as we twirl & swirl in our 

tutus! Dancers will leap with delight and jump with 

joy at Ms. Lisa’s Dance!   

 

 



Ages 6-13 Camps  

1. Mary Poppins – Mary Poppins magically returns 

to help the Bank’s family once again! Join us as we 

explore the new adventures & songs of Mary 

Poppin’s return. Campers will express themselves in 

song, dancing, & acting in this Musical Theatre style 

camp!  

2. Shimmer & Slime – Shine bright at Ms. Lisa’s 

Dance in a shimmering week of camp! The week will 

be filled with Ballet, Acro, Jazz, and SLIME! 

Throughout the week we will create different 

gooey, sparkly, sticky, colorful slime.  

3. ‘This is the Greatest Show!’ Join in the fun and 

amusement of the Circus as we ‘Come Alive’ with ‘A 

Million Dreams’. Campers will belt out a song like 

the bearded lady, bust a move with the ring leader, 

& soar in aerial silks like Anne & Phillip. Dancers will 

‘Rewrite the Stars’ in their own performance at the 

end of the week.  

4. The Lion King – The African Savannah comes to 

life with Simba, Rafiki, Timon, and all the jungle 



animals as we journey to Pride Rock! Dancers will 

explore several different styles of dance including 

jazz, acro, & ballet in this African themed camp!  

5. Acro, Tumbling, & Silks – Flip over to Ms. Lisa’s 

acro, tumbling, and silks dance camp! Dancers will 

learn flexibility, strength, & technique in a friendly 

setting, practicing their acro & gymnastics moves.  

6. Competition Camp – Don’t Fall behind in your 

dance technique this Summer! This camp is for the 

Applause, Intermediate, & Junior 1 team dancers to 

keep their skills up for the summer.  

 

 


